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Elevated Pet Bed 
No tools required! Easy to assemble elevated pet 
bed will keep pets comfy and cool. Can be stored 
and also used for travel. Mesh center offers airflow 
and circulation, and is easy to clean. Can be used     
indoors and outdoors. Available in 4 sizes and two  
colors. One year limited warranty.

All Weather Elevated Pet Bed 
Just like our Elevated Pet Bed, but the top is entirely mesh for even more airflow to 
keep pets comfortable. The mesh covers can be used with any Creative Solutions by 
K&H Elevated Pet Bed frames. Easy to change covers. No tools necessary. Simple to 
wash and air dries quickly. One year limited warranty.

Item # Case Qty color size dimensions
100213544 6 navy blue sm  17"d x 22"w x 7"h
100213546 6 navy blue med 25"d x 32"w x 7"h
100213548 6 navy blue lge 30"d x 42"w x 7"h 
100213551 6 navy blue x-lg 32"d x 50"w x 9"h
100213545 6 barn red sm 17"d x 22"w x 7"h
100213547 6 barn red med 25"d x 32"w x 7"h
100213549 6 barn red lge 30"d x 42"w x 7"h
100213550 6 barn red x-lg 32"d x 50"w x 9"h

Item # Case Qty color size dimensions
100213623 6 gray med 25"d x 32"w x 7"h
100213624 6 gray lge 30"d x 42"w x 7"h

Item # Case Qty color dimensions
100538771 6 gray/gray 19"d x 21"w x 13"h      
100538770 6 blue/gray 19"d x 21"w x 13"h

Item # Case Qty color size dimensions
100538755 6 navy blue med  25" x 32"
100538661 6 navy blue lge 30" x 42"
100538753 6 navy blue x-lg 32" x 50"
100538752 6 barn red med 25" x 32"
100538662 6 barn red lge 30" x 42"
100538754 6 barn red x-lg 32" x 50"

Replacement Covers

Item # Case Qty color size dimensions
100538793 6 gray med 25" x 32"
100538792 6 gray lge 30" x 42"

Replacement Covers

Self-Warming 
Hooded Pet Bed 
The Self-Warming Hooded Pet Bed 
will be the coziest spot in the house 
for a dog or a cat. The 2 layer in-
sulation captures a pet's body heat 
and radiates the warmth back to the 
source. The hood helps to provide a 
little privacy so pets can snuggle up 
for a long, comfortable nap or night 
of sleep. One year limited warranty.
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Heated Pet Pad 
Even with soft foam and a dual-thermostat heater, the Creative Solutions by K&H Pet 
Products™ Heated Pet Pad remains amazingly affordable. After your pet lies on this 
heated pad, its temperature rises to match your pet's natural body temperature. If your 
pet strays from the bed, the Heated Pet Pad will stay 12 to 15 degrees above a room's 
temperature. The Heated Pet Pad comes in 2 color and 2 size options and features a  
removable cover.  The cover can be washed on gentle cycle with cold water and 
line dried.  Designed for indoor use. MET listed. One year limited warranty. Item # Case Qty color size dimensions wattage

100213540 6 tan sm 14" x 18" 20W
100213541 6 tan med 19” x 24” 40W
100213542 6 tan lge 25” x 36” 60W
100213543 6 tan x-lg 30" x 40" 80W

Ortho Heat 
This ultimate waterproof indoor/outdoor dual heated bed has 2" of orthopedic foam. 
The unique design has different temperatures on each side. You choose the side and 
the level of warming for your pet's needs. Can be used anywhere a pet can 
benefit from a bit of extra warmth. Best used in a doghouse, garage, barn, 
shed or porch. Offers therapeutic soothing warmth for pets of all ages. 
Comes with removable and washable microfleece cover. MET listed. 
One year limited warranty. 

Item # Case Qty color size dimensions wattage
100213553 12 tan sm  8.5" x 9" 4W
100213554 12 tan med 10" x 12" 7W
100213552 12 tan lge 11" x 23.75" 13W

COMES WITH

Free Cover

Item # Case Qty color size dimensions wattage
100213855 6 brown/tan squares sm 12.5" x 25" 6W
100213857 6 brown/tan squares med 14" x 28" 6W
100213856 6 black/gray squares sm 12.5" x 25" 6W
100213858 6 black/gray squares med 14" x 28" 6W

Item # Case Qty color dimensions wattage
100538757 6 gray 15"d x 15"w x 12"h      7W
100538756 6 blue 15"d x 15"w x 12"h 7W

Pet Bed Heater
This pet bed warmer can be used 
alone or with any pet bed. Gently 
soothing heat will be captured when 
pets lay on it. Warms to the perfect 
temperature for all pets. Comes with 
free removable and washable micro- 
fleece cover. This heater turns any bed 
into the favorite lounging place in 
the house. One year limited warranty.  
MET listed.

Heated Kitty Hut
The Heated Kitty Hut is made from 
100% polyester and includes a 7 watt, 
dual thermostat pet bed warmer.  The 
7 watt heater is removable from the 
foam sleeping pad so the Kitty Hut 
can be used all year round. Foam side 
walls support the hut to keep its shape. 
The Heated Kitty Hut is a great retreat, 
providing warmth and privacy 
for any kitty. One year limited 
warranty. MET listed.
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Outdoor Multi-Kitty Home (Heated & Unheated)
This house offers all the same features as the Outdoor Kitty Barn but with 
extra room. The heated version has a MET listed floor that is partially 
heated with the option of laying on or off the warming pad. Fits perfectly 
under a deck, porch or in a barn or shed. Comes with a removable clear 
vinyl door flap to help keep out the elements. One year limited warranty.  
Patented.

Item # Case Qty style color dimensions wattage
100213555 6 heated barn red 21.5"d x 26.5"w x 15.5"h 20W
100213556 6 unheated barn red 21.5"d x 26.5"w x 15.5"h n/a

Outdoor  Kitty  Barn 
(Heated & Unheated)
This outdoor water-resistant heated house 
protects felines from the harsh elements. 
Place in any garage, shed, barn or under 
the porch to offer a warm and cozy home. 
House is made from heavy denier polyes-
ter that resists water penetration.  Available  
with or without MET listed heated floor. 
Removable clear vinyl door flap will help 
keep out the elements. House is easy to as-
semble, no tools necessary. One year limit-
ed warranty. Patent pending.   

Window Double 
Lounger
Double the fun of our Window Lounger, 
this easy to assemble 2 shelf unit adheres 
to glass with powerful suction cups provid-
ing comfort for multiple cats. The micro- 
fleece and polyester cover is easy to remove 
and is machine washable. This lounger 
will provide many hours of use and be a  
favorite sleeping spot.   The Window Double 
Lounger folds up and out of the way, leav-
ing window shades and curtains still oper-
able. One year limited warranty. Patented.

Window Lounger
The easy to assemble Window Lounger ad-
heres to glass with powerful suction cups. 
Microfleece and polyester cover is easy to 
remove and machine washable. This loung-
er will provide many hours of use and be 
a favorite sleeping spot. Window Lounger 
folds up and out of the way, leaving win-
dow shades and curtains still operable. One 
year limited warranty. Patented.

Item # Case Qty color dimensions

100213559 6 natural 12" x 23"
                                    (shelf size)

Item # Case Qty color dimensions

100213560 6 natural 12" x 23"
                                        (shelf size)

Clear bubble 
window located 
on the back.

Clear bubble 
window located 
on the back.

Item # Case Qty style color dimensions wattage
100213557 6 heated navy blue 22"d x 19"w x 17"h 20W
100213558 6 unheated navy blue 22"d x 19"w x 17"h n/a



K&H PET PRODUCTS HAS CREATED A BRAND 

specifically for the pet  
industry 

THAT HAS DAY TO DAY CONTACT WITH 

CUSTOMERS. OUR NEW BRAND, CREATIVE 

SOLUTIONS BY K&H PET PRODUCTS, 

ANSWERS THE FEEDBACK FROM THOSE  

CUSTOMERS AND MAKES LIFE EASIER AND 

MORE COMFORTABLE FOR THOSE PETS.  

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS BY K&H PET PRODUCTS IS 

AN EXCLUSIVE PET INDUSTRY BRAND. YOU 

ASKED FOR IT AND WE DELIVERED WITH 

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS  BY K&H PET PRODUCTS.
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